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HOW TO MAKE QUALITY YOUR
COMPETITIVE DIFFERENTIATOR

In today’s highly competitive and rapidly evolving regulatory
landscape, early-stage and high growth medical device
companies need modern product development and quality
systems that enable access to reliable data, accelerate device
clearance timelines, reduce risk, facilitate near real-time audit
readiness, and promote the culture of quality necessary to be a
top performer in the industry.
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COMPANIES THAT CONSIDER THEMSELVES
HIGHLY COMPETITIVE ARE 4X MORE LIKELY TO
VIEW QUALITY AS A STRATEGIC ASSET
SOURCE: STATE OF MEDICAL DEVICE PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT & QUALITY MANAGEMENT 2020 REPORT | GREENLIGHT GURU
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QUALITY-AS-AN-ASSET
For the industry’s top performers, quality isn’t just a buzzword – it’s a cultural value. “Quality-as-an-Asset” means
building quality into every stage of the organization, from device design and development to sales, manufacturing,
and post-market surveillance.
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higher employee turnover rates at medical device
companies that do not invest in and prioritize quality

MCKINSEY&COMPANY: CAPTURING THE VALUE OF GOOD QUALITY IN MEDICAL DEVICES
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In order to be competitive with peers, many medical device companies are modernizing the
systems used to manage design controls, risk, and quality activities. However, in order to lay a
foundation for the high-quality data needed to demonstrate Closed-Loop Traceability (CLT) that will
be necessary in the coming decade, medical device companies face several challenges.

1

Use of paper or generalpurpose solutions creates
challenges in having reliable
design, risk, and quality data

2

Lack of reliable design and quality
data leads to a significant burden
in demonstrating the closed-loop
traceability necessary to feel
confident in the face of an audit

3

Underinvestment in best-in
class tools negatively impacts
operational efficiency, patient
and business risk, and company
culture

This is your field guide to gaining a strong sense of the QMS solution offerings for medical device
companies and how your company can strategically benefit from adopting modern, best-in-class
solutions that simplify achieving closed-loop traceability while fostering the culture of true quality
necessary to be a market leader.
WWW.GREENLIGHT.GURU
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Top Approaches to Medical Device Quality Systems

LEGACY VS. MODERN

Whether a company is implementing a QMS for the first time or looking to
evolve existing processes related to design controls, risk, document
controls, etc., you’ll likely encounter an age-old debate of using
traditional, legacy tools for managing the quality and product
development activities vs. adopting modern solutions.
At the heart of this decision is assuring a firm understanding of how the
approach you take to managing the QMS can either positively or
negatively impact your ability to establish a culture of quality, accelerate
device clearance timelines, expand into new regulatory markets, and
scale efficiently while staying ahead of regulatory changes.
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LEGACY APPROACHES TO MANAGING QUALITY
Legacy approaches for managing a medical device companies QMS typically include
paper, “digital paper”, or general-purpose office tools like Word and Excel. These
solutions are falling out of fashion quickly.

Another challenge with legacy QMS solutions is the time and effort required to achieve
closed-loop traceability between design controls, risk management, design reviews, and
post-market surveillance activities throughout the total product lifecycle. For instance,
understanding the relationships between how a corrective and preventative action
(CAPA) investigation leads to implementing a change to the device’s design outputs that
impacts validation, and thus further design reviews and risk management protocols can
be a burdensome aspect of legacy approaches that drive hidden costs, inefficiencies,
and both patient & business risk.

With a legacy approach, it’s all too easy to lose documents or end up with different
versions of the same document circulating amongst distributed teams, and navigating a
stack of binders is extremely cumbersome. A digital QMS structured in, for example,
Google Docs or Dropbox creates traceability and 21 CFR Part 11 validation problems,
which are a major concern in the medical device industry. It made sense to maintain a
device’s design file in physical three-ring binders in the late '90’s, but modern
organizations realize managing design and quality activities in ad-hoc ways falls short in
assuring that the organization has real-time access to reliable quality data.

In addition to a lack of traceability and brute force required to manage the system, the
bespoke nature of legacy approaches to managing the QMS makes it difficult to stay
ahead of rapidly changing global medical device regulatory requirements.
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ACHIEVING CLOSED-LOOP QUALITY TRACEABILITY
In today’s market, leading medical device companies are implementing turn-key, modern quality management software solution that
enables closed-loop traceability between design controls, risk, document, and quality event workflows such as CAPA, audit, nonconformances, and complaints. Modern solutions such as these are proven to be the easiest and most effective way to implement a new
quality system or upgrade established processes.
Many of the challenges in demonstrating closed-loop traceability, staying ahead of changing regulatory requirements, and hidden costs
associated with inefficiency, scalability, and on-going validation costs dissipate by leveraging a modern solution that was purpose-built for
medical device companies.
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Comparing Medical Device QMS Solution Partners

GREENLIGHT GURU VS. ALTERNATIVES
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CRITERION

DESCRIPTION

Alignment to Regulatory Requirements

Alignment to current and future global medical device regulatory requirements (FDA, ISO, EU, MDSAP)

Part 11 Compliance

Compliant change history, audit log, and e-signatures

Closed-Loop Traceability

The ease of linking records and objects necessary to demonstrate fluid traceability between Design
Controls, Risk Management, and Quality Events/Post Market Surveillance activities

Design Controls

Ability to define and manage traceability across hierarchical design controls, ensuring verification that
requirements are met, and validation that user needs have been satisfied for device components and
subsystems

Integration of Risk

Integration of risk management capabilities that enable control, traceability, and mitigation of risk
aligned to ISO 14971:2016 requirements across both design and quality event activities

Design Reviews

Ease of planning and conducting design reviews with auto-generated artifacts that meet Part 11
requirements

Document Control

Support for uploading, controlling, and in-line viewing of all of major file types (including CAD
drawings)

Ease of Use

Time required to onboard and train new users

Team Collaboration

Processes that enables cross-functional ownership to drive design activities and quality events to
closure in a task-based environment

System Validation

Up front and ongoing time, effort, and costs to validate solution to Part 11 requirements (IQ/OQ/PQ)

Advisory Services

Solution provider ability to provide medical device product development, quality, and regulatory
expertise alongside software (Directly or Partner Network)

WWW.GREENLIGHT.GURU
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CRITERION

DESCRIPTION

Effort to Implement

The time it takes to fully implement the solution in an audit-ready manner

Total Cost of Ownership

The total costs associated with implementing, maintaining, and supporting the QMS

System Scalability

The ability for the QMS solution to scale

Solution Provider Focus Industries

End-markets the software solution is being developed for and sold into

Solution Architecture

Fragmented (Offline), Single Tenant or Multi-Tenant (On-Premise / Cloud)

WWW.GREENLIGHT.GURU
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1 PAPER & AD-HOC SYSTEMS

Using a paper-based system to manage processes
involve storing all documents on physical paper and
navigating the QMS manually. The terms “paperless
paper” and “paper-digital” refer to storing scanned
images of these documents on a digital system or
using tools like Google Docs, Excel, SharePoint, and
Dropbox to manage files in a “digital filing cabinet.”
Typically, a paper-based system will be a combination
of all of these methods.

Bottom Line:

WWW.GREENLIGHT.GURU

Although these systems are perceived as a costeffective solution and easy to set up at first, a paperbased system makes managing and navigating the
traceability between device Design Controls,
Risk, CAPA’s, Non-conformances, and Complaints are
impractical. To sign documents, you’ll need to physically
sign paper documents and store them somewhere
or use a third-party signing software, while staying in
compliance with 21 CFR Part 11.

Trying to manage all of these third-party solutions and
separate file folders is not efficient and doesn’t create a
single source of truth for your QMS, which increases the
likelihood of things falling through the cracks. Ensuring that
you have a closed-loop quality system that automates the
ability to connect post-market quality data back into design
activities not only will allow your team to focus on valueadded activities, but also eliminates the cumbersome
paper-pushing that is highly error-prone.

When it comes to managing product development or quality processes, paper-based
systems are outdated and prohibit companies from remaining competitive long term in
the modern age. These systems are not sustainable or scalable, lack reliable data, and will
ultimately lead to the QMS bottlenecking company growth efforts.

COMPARING MEDICAL DEVICE QMS SOLUTIONS & PARTNERS

50%

FDA device-surveillance
inspections requiring formal action
due to quality system failures
MCKINSEY&COMPANY: CAPTURING THE VALUE
OF GOOD QUALITY IN MEDICAL DEVICES

SECTION 3

50+%

Medical device companies still using
traditional paper or electronic documentbased “paperless” systems to manage quality
GREENLIGHT GURU: STATE OF MEDICAL DEVICE PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT AND QUALITY MANAGEMENT 2020 REPORT

COINCIDENCE?
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PAPER & AD-HOC SYSTEMS
CRITERION

PAPER & AD-HOC SYSTEMS

GREENLIGHT GURU

BENEFITS W/GREENLIGHT GURU

Alignment to Regulatory
Requirements

Must be manually built and kept up with
the changing regulations

Built-in guardrails that align with FDA, ISO,
EU MDR, and MDSAP best practices

As changes to the regulations occur, you
won’t have to worry about being out of
compliance and you’ll be more nimble in
entering new markets

Part 11 Compliance

Varies by manual vs. digital tool being
used

Part 11 compliant audit history, workflows,
tasks, and e-Signatures

Confidence that the integrity of your quality
data will stand up in a compliance audit

Closed-Loop Traceability

Requires significant effort and resource
allocation to document

Achieved through integrated Design
Controls, Risk, fully traceable workflows
and LinkAnything capabilities

Lowers burden of demonstrating CLT,
increasing audit confidence and readiness

Design Controls

Managed via ad-hoc & disconnected
document & spreadsheets; DHF’s take
4-6 weeks to compile

Purpose built capabilities for managing
design controls; DHF’s generated on
demand

Less engineering time spent on non-value
added paperwork & activities; Higher quality
device submissions due to having reliable,
structured design history data

Integration of Risk

Managed via ad-hoc & disconnected
document & spreadsheets

Fully integrated with Design Controls in
ISO 14971 compliant manner

Maintain closed-loop traceability and
alignment with industry risk requirements

Offline – time consuming to plan,
manage, and document

Online – simple to plan, assign, &
manage; design review artifacts
automatically generated

Accelerated product development timelines,
reduced likehlihood of design review details
and documentation negatively impacting an
audit

Design Reviews

WWW.GREENLIGHT.GURU
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CRITERION

PAPER & AD-HOC SYSTEMS

GREENLIGHT GURU

BENEFITS W/GREENLIGHT GURU

Document Control

Physical cabinets or basic digital
document storage with wet signatures
and file scanning

Cloud-based advanced document
controls with robust permissions, change
control, and e-Signatures

Eliminate wet signatures; Reduce time spent
on document control; maintain visibility and
control over sharing

Ease of Use

Employees manage the system via brute
force

Simple to implement and easy for team
members to learn and use

Employees embrace the quality system
rather than fighting the system

Team Collaboration

Manual hand-offs and disconnected
communication stifles and inhibits team
collaboration

Cloud-based access enables team
collaboration [efficiently]

Maximizes the time teams can spend on
value added activities

System Validation

Ad-hoc processes or system must
be validated individually by internal
resources or costly consultants

Part 11 compliant software validation
package (IQ/OQ/PQ) included

Lowers Total Cost of Ownership, expedites
time to value, allows companies limited
resources to not get bogged down in
mindless software validation activities

Advisory Services

External – QA/RA Consultants

Guru Advisory Support Packages &
Partner Network

Gain insights that span QA/RA and
technology systems from experienced
medical device professionals that increase
ability to navigate your QMS alongside
industry best practices

Effort to Implement

Moderate

Low

Simplifies adoption efforts with ease of use
and intuitiveness across platform

$$

Upfront investment eliminates burden of
ongoing costs associated with managing
and scaling QMS

Total Cost of Ownership
(TCO)

WWW.GREENLIGHT.GURU

$$$$
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PAPER & AD-HOC SYSTEMS

GREENLIGHT GURU

BENEFITS W/GREENLIGHT GURU

System Scalability

Challenging to scale manual / ad-hoc
processes

Scales with ease

Right-sizing QMS to meet your needs
throughout the lifecycle of your business

PAGE 18

Solution Provider Focus
Industries

Varies

Medical Device

Avoid time, effort and costs associated with
customizing and configuring software to the
needs of your company

Solution Architecture

Legacy

Multi-Tenant Cloud

Your team is prepared for the coming
decade by leveraging a modern platform

WWW.GREENLIGHT.GURU
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Would you use paper or a spreadsheet as
the system of record for a company’s financial
transactions?

A MEDICAL DEVICE COMPANY’S
QUALITY SYSTEM HAS TO BE
MORE AUDIT READY THAN ITS
ACCOUNTING BOOKS.
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2 GENERAL PURPOSE EQMS SOLUTIONS

General-purpose eQMS solutions are a step up from paperbased solutions. Designed for managing quality processes,
they tend to have a less intuitive interface that is designed
more generically to be used in many different industries.
However, because they are not designed specifically for the
medical device industry, they don’t integrate regulatory
standards, do not include industry-specific templates and
best practices, and lack in-house expertise that could
offer guidance both in using the software and navigating
the medical device regulatory landscape.

Bottom Line:

WWW.GREENLIGHT.GURU

At the expense of efficiency, resources, and access to
industry expertise, general-purpose eQMS solutions
could be used to manage traditional quality processes
or document control workflows when supplemented by
heavy configuration, consultants, and ongoing validation
costs. These costs, of course, add up.

Investing in a legacy QMS solution enables you to carry
out quality management but doesn’t prepare you for
adapting to a rapidly changing medical device industry.
And all that time and cost for a system that doesn’t fully
integrate design controls and risk and fails to lay the
proper foundation demonstrate closed-loop traceability?

The lack of purpose-built capabilities for managing
design controls, risk, and design reviews typically leads
to design history activities being documented offline and
managed through controlled docs in the QMS.

General-purpose eQMS solutions are just that – general purpose. These solutions lack the purposebuilt capabilities that medical device companies need to integrate their core QMS processes, maintain
compliance with industry regulations, and achieve closed-loop traceability. They may cover the basics of a
QMS, but configuring, implementing, and managing them will cost you more time and money in the long run.

COMPARING MEDICAL DEVICE QMS SOLUTIONS & PARTNERS
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GENERAL PURPOSE EQMS SOLUTIONS
CRITERION

GENERAL PURPOSE EQMS SOLUTIONS

GREENLIGHT GURU

BENEFITS W/GREENLIGHT GURU

Alignment to Regulatory
Requirements

Minimal; can be achieved through advanced
configuration, plugin tools, or workarounds that
require upkeep as regulatory changes occur

Built-in guardrails that align with
FDA, ISO, EU MDR, and MDSAP best
practices

Avoid costly and time consuming software
re-validation efforts; Have peace of mind
knowing that your QMS will stay ahead of
changing global markets

Part 11 Compliance

Part 11 compliant e-Signatures are standard

Part 11 compliant audit history,
workflows, and e-Signatures

Achieve confidence in the data integrity of
your design and quality processes

Challenging due to lack of integrated design
controls and risk

Achieved through integrated Design
Controls, Risk, fully traceable
workflows and LinkAnything
capabilities

Enables closed-loop digital traceability
between design, risk, and post-market
surveillance data that will be needed to stay
competitive in the coming decade

Design Controls

Offline documents and spreadsheets acting
as system of record managed through Doc
Control

Purpose built capabilities for
managing design controls; DHF’s
generated on demand

Less engineering time spent on non-value
added paperwork & activities; Higher quality
device submissions due to having reliable,
structured design history data; Audit ready
device design files

Integration of Risk

Risk documentation managed through
document management activities

Fully integrated with Design Controls
in ISO 14971 compliant manner

Reduced patient and business risk; risk
processes that are compliance ready and
audit proven

Design Reviews

Planned and documented offline with design
review artifacts managed as controlled
documents

Online – simple to plan, assign, &
manage; design review artifacts
automatically generated

Accelerated product development timelines,
reduced likehlihood of design review details or
documentation negatively impacting an audit

Closed-Loop Traceability

WWW.GREENLIGHT.GURU
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GENERAL PURPOSE EQMS SOLUTIONS

GREENLIGHT GURU

BENEFITS W/GREENLIGHT GURU

Common to have role-based permissions,
many systems don’t support uploading and
controlling CAD drawings

Advanced document controls with
robust permissions, change control,
and e-Signatures; support for a
myriad of files types including CAD
drawings

Establishes single source of truth for all design
control, risk, and quality documentation
rather than managing multiple document
repositories for different types of files

Configuration-heavy nature leads to watered
down user experience that is also costly to
train end users on

Simple to implement and easy for
team members to learn and use

Time and cost savings associated with
employee training; higher adoption rates
positively impact company’s culture of quality

Team Collaboration

Varies based on system capabilities; typically
document-centric and task centric

Cloud-based platform enables team
collaboration [efficiently]

Maximizes the time teams can spend on value
added activities; drives near-real time audit
readiness

System Validation

Internal resource drain and/or cost bloat.
Validation templates are incremental
upcharges; may not be included at no charge
with each new update/release

Part 11 compliant software validation
package (IQ/OQ/PQ) included

Simplifies adoption of new features and
software capabilities as they are released

Advisory Services

Software only; lack of expertise in medical
device industry quality and regulatory
requirements

Medical Device Guru Advisory
Support Packages & Partner Network

Gain insights that span QA/RA and technology
systems from experienced medical device
professionals that increase ability to navigate
your QMS alongside industry best practices

Effort to Implement

Configured solution; Can take six months
or more; Additional costs tacked on each
configuration

Out-of-box solution; weeks

Faster time to value through rapid
implementation, reduce likelihood of
implementation rework, sunk costs, and delays

WWW.GREENLIGHT.GURU
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CRITERION

GENERAL PURPOSE EQMS SOLUTIONS

GREENLIGHT GURU

BENEFITS W/GREENLIGHT GURU

Total Cost of Ownership

$$$$

$$

Lower TCO due to rapid implementation, ease
of training team, and near zero effort validation

System Scalability

Can scale for core quality processes with
costly configuration and ongoing validation;
typically fall short in ability to scale for product
development needs

Scales globally with ease for both
quality and product development
activities

QMS supports companies efforts to scale
processes rather than acting as a bottleneck

Medical Device

Avoid time, effort and costs associated with
customizing and configuring software to the
needs of your company

Modern, multi-tenant architecture

Modern solution architecture enables zero
effort validation, rapid delivery of new
capabilities

Solution Provider Focus
Industries

Multiple; serving many different industries

Solution Architecture

Commonly single-tenant applications that are
now cloud hosted by the vendor

WWW.GREENLIGHT.GURU
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PARTNER WITH THE BEST:

GREENLIGHT GURU’S MDQMS SOLUTION

QUALITY

ASSURANCE + REGULATORY AFFAIRS

Greenlight Guru meets all the needs of a best-in-class medical
device quality management system (MDQMS) built for modern
medical device companies. Our innovative software solution and
advisory services lay the foundation for a connected quality
ecosystem by integrating quality processes, design controls,
and risk activities throughout the device lifecycle to achieve
closed-loop traceability and improve both business and patient
outcomes.

CAPA MANAGEMENT
NONCONFORMANCE
AUDIT MANAGEMENT
DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT
CHANGE MANAGEMENT

PRODUCT

DEVELOPMENT

COMPLAINTS
TRAINING
DESIGN HISTORY FILE
DESIGN CONTROLS
RISK MANAGEMENT

EXECS

LEADERSHIP
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GREENLIGHT GURU IS THE ONLY MEDICAL DEVICE QMS
SOLUTION PROVIDER TO BE NAMED A CATEGORY LEADER
BY G2 CROWD SEVEN QUARTERS IN A ROW

helps businesses discover, buy, and manage software by
providing real reviews, from real users, in real-time.
The Grid Report for Quality Management Systems highlights the leading QMS
solution providers ranked by customer satisfaction (based on user reviews)
and market presence (based on market share, vendor size, and social impact).
Greenlight Guru’s Medical Device Quality Management Software has been
named a Leader in the Quality Management Grid Report five consecutive
quarters based on receiving a high customer satisfaction score and having a
large market presence.

BASED ON REAL USER REVIEWS:

95% of users believe the solution and

89% of user reviews rated

92% of users said they would be

company are headed in the right direction

it 4 or 5 stars

likely to recommend Greenlight Guru

WWW.GREENLIGHT.GURU
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UNIQUE BUSINESS BENEFITS OF GREENLIGHT GURU’S MDQMS

Faster Device
Clearance Timelines

Turn-Key Adoption
& Ease of Use

Mitigate Patient &
Business Risk

Grow & Scale
Efficiently

Stay Ahead of FDA, ISO,
and EU Regulatory
Changes

Zero Effort Part
11 Validation

WWW.GREENLIGHT.GURU
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Faster Device Clearance
Timelines

Turn-Key Adoption
& Ease of Use

The implementation of a quality system is key to not only the success
of your business, but the speed in which your business can operate.
Opting to go with paper and ad-hoc solutions becomes a hefty task to
bear, cutting away from your team’s time spent on value-add
activities required for reaching your next milestone.

The implementation of a quality system can unknowingly consume a
lot of time, energy, and ultimately money. By adopting a system that
lacks intuitiveness, you may find yourself up against a steep learning
curve that unknowingly prolongs onboarding times, requires
additional trainings, and creates friction in your employees’
experience with using the system themselves.

Greenlight Guru’s turn-key medical device QMS software comes with
built-in controls and aligns with major medical device regulations and
standards, allowing your team to refocus their time on activities that
get your device(s) to market faster while acting as a single source of
truth for your product development and quality activities.

WWW.GREENLIGHT.GURU

With a turn-key MDQMS software like Greenlight Guru, your team will
avoid the learning curve in adoption (and the associated costs) and
begin deriving value sooner than you would with paper, ad-hoc, or
general-purpose quality management software solutions.
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Mitigate Patient &
Business Risk

Grow & Scale
Efficiently

Your QMS is the lifeblood of your business and should act as a
single source of truth for all of your design, risk, and quality activities.
To mitigate both patient and business risk, companies must adopt a
solution that integrates risk throughout the total product lifecycle.
This will help your team mitigate patient and business risk, while
maintaining traceability to any related design controls or quality
events.

Right-sizing your QMS is one of the essential ways for ensuring
that your QMS is both efficient and scalable. Taking a crawl-walkrun approach to right-sizing your QMS means that your QMS will fit
the needs of where you are at in the lifecycle of your business,
then guide or grow with you from there.

Don’t fall behind by spending hours on managing documents,
conducting design reviews, and retro-actively mitigating risk. With
Greenlight Guru, risk is integrated into the design and post-market
surveillance activities, giving teams better visibility into their quality
system to measure efficiencies, inform business decision-making,
and more.

WWW.GREENLIGHT.GURU

With Greenlight Guru, medical device companies can start with
their product development activities and adopt document control,
design controls, and risk management. Once they have reached
the next stage of their product’s lifecycle or gained additional
capital, they can upgrade into advancing the quality of their device
by adopting the necessary quality event workflows or post-market
surveillance capabilities.
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Stay ahead of Regulatory
Changes

Zero Effort Software
Validation

With many regulatory changes coming in the near future, it is
important for companies to identify how they can stay ahead of the
industry. Ensuring that you are following the most up-to-date industry
best practices will help you meet these evolving requirements.

Software configuration and validation can present incremental costs
with each update or modification of your system. Elect to go with a
system that is dedicated to continually improving and updating their
platform to meet the needs of medical device professionals AND
provides you with the ongoing resources to maintain your QMS.

Greenlight Guru not only aligns with major medical device industry
compliance requirements, like FDA, ISO, and EU MDR, but also stays
ahead of them by ensuring that workflows are up-to-date with
industry best practices as regulation changes occur.

WWW.GREENLIGHT.GURU

With an out-of-the-box solution that includes a software validation
package, medical device companies do not have to worry about
validation becoming a large cost center for them and their teams can
spend their time on more value-added activities.
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PURPOSE-BUILT FOR MEDICAL DEVICE COMPANIES
Built-in controls that align with 21 CFR Part 820
and ISO 13485:2016

Flexible review and approval workflows with
Part 11 compliant audit trail and e-Signatures

Fully integrated Design Controls and Risk
Management aligned to ISO 14971 requirements

LinkAnything drives full lifecycle traceability

Drive collaboration with task management,
comments, and notifications

Zero effort system validation
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FOR HIGH POTENTIAL MEDICAL DEVICE STARTUPS

CENTESE an early-stage company that spun out of a leading

I HAVE A HIGH-DEGREE OF CONFIDENCE
THAT AS CHANGES OCCUR, I WON’T
HAVE TO WORRY ABOUT BEING OUT OF
COMPLIANCE BECAUSE WE ARE USING
GREENLIGHT GURU.

medical device incubator. After initially reverting to a paper-based quality
system, they immediately began searching for a digital quality system
that would allow their small team to focus on value-added activities
while also avoiding the need to hire someone to oversee a paper-based
quality system.
By implementing Greenlight Guru's MDQMS, Centese simplified the effort
required to achieve ISO 13485 certification, received 510K clearance for their
device, and set themselves up to scale commercialization efforts by
adopting a modern QMS solution.
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“

Evan Luxon, Co-Founder & CEO of Centese
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”
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FOR ESTABLISHED COMPANIES SELLING
DEVICES INTERNATIONALLY

They knew the limitations of other solutions (i.e. paper) which led
them to implement a purpose-built medical device quality
management system (MDQMS) right from the start.

WE WANTED A QMS SOLUTION THAT
WAS ROBUST ENOUGH TO GROW WITH
US, BUT SIMPLE ENOUGH TO GET US
STARTED.

With Greenlight Guru they have been able to streamline their
processes and make significant progress towards their FDA approval
and MDSAP and ISO certifications – all while impressing auditors.

Kevin McLeod, CEO of C2DX, Inc.

Stryker veterans at C2DX , Inc. prioritize quality in everything they do.
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FOR COMPANIES GROWING INTO NEW
REGULATORY MARKETS

I HIGHLY RECOMMEND GREENLIGHT
GURU. THEY HAVE TAKEN A COMPLEX
INDUSTRY AND MADE IT INTO A
PRODUCT THAT IS SIMPLE TO USE.

LUCERNO DYNAMICS has a Class I device commercially
available in several markets and is moving into the EU market for
the first time.
A gap analysis revealed areas for improvement in order for them
to achieve ISO 13485:2016 certification. After considering 8 different
systems, they chose to implement Greenlight Guru.
By implementing Greenlight Guru's MDQMS, they were able to
streamline quality processes and document controls to experience their
first-ever paperless audit while achieving their ISO 13485 certification.
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Tonia Bryant, Director of QA/RA Lucerno Dynamics
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FOR NIMBLE TEAMS THAT MOVE FAST

GREENLIGHT GURU HAS BEEN
INSTRUMENTAL FOR US WHILE WE
EFFICIENTLY NAVIGATE THE QUALITY
MANAGEMENT PROCESS AND WITH
DEVELOPING OUR FDA SUBMISSION.

PHOTONICARE is an early-stage company where their team
members are always wearing multiple hats to maintain their agility.
They were looking for a purpose-built QMS solution that would
increase their efficiency and have the controls in place to get their
device to market and achieve compliance with industry regulations.
Since adopting Greenlight Guru, they have accelerated their time to
market, feel confident about their QMS for future audits and
inspections, and achieved 510(k) clearance.
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Ryan Nolan, Co-founder & VP of Clinical Operations

“

at Photonicare
RE AD CAS E STUDY →
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SECTION 6

EXPLORE

OTHER RESOURCES

ADDITIONAL

RELATED

RELATED

MEDTECH TRUE QUALITY

RESOURCES

EBOOKS

WEBINARS

PODCASTS

• Free personalized software demo

• State of Medical Device Product

• Prepping Your QMS

• Creating a Culture of Quality

• Software Overview
• Why Greenlight Guru
• G2 Crowd QMS Software
Grid Report
• MPO: Not All Medical Device
QMS Solutions Are Created Equal

Development and Quality
Management 2020 Report
• 15 Questions Medical Device

• How to Avoid Common

for Medical Device Companies
• A Firsthand Account of the

Problems With Your Design,

Origins and Outcomes of FDA’s

Companies Should Ask QMS

Risk, and Validation

Case For Quality and MDDAP

Software Vendors

Documentation

• 5 Do’s and Don’ts of Choosing a
QMS Solution
• Why Paper-Based Systems are No
Longer an Option
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for EU MDR

• Improving Outcomes and
Reducing Costs with an Intelligent
Surgical Medical Device

